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Urban Bird Talk: Barn Owl (Tyto
(Tyto alba)
alba)
Gillian Martin

Figure 1. Photo of two adult owls, one in flight. Photo by Valdecasas.

If you enjoy thriller films and haunted houses, the
barn owl is your bird. Its blood-curdling hisses and
screams could make your bones rattle like chopsticks
in a tin can. Their monkey-like, heart-shaped faces, upright posture and long legs are eerie. Furthermore, to get a three-dimensional fix on an object, they
turn their head at odd angles, and bob up and down.
They’re a nightmarish version of an extraterrestrial!
Truth be told, despite their ghostly appearance
and spooky peculiarities, barn owls are timid birds.
The sight of one is a wondrous glimpse at a deep,
deep unknown. This is a bird whose ancestors are
traced to the Miocene period, and more recently to
Cuba about ten thousand years ago. The latter stood
taller than three feet and is presumed to have dined
on rodents the size of pigs.
Like all owls, barn owls are efficient hunters
thanks to their silent flight, large eyes, excellent night
vision, and superior hearing. A barn owl’s hearing
even appears to exceed other owls, though their ears
are concealed (Figure 2). Not only are they asymmetrical, but one ear is turned downward while the other faces upward. Even if a meadow mouse, pocket
gopher or wood rat is 30 feet away and makes not
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a sound after its first, the Lord of the Rodents can
quickly pinpoint it.
Like a winged cat in pursuit, this hunter bolts
through darkness maintaining remarkable silence as it
flies. Its approach must be undetected, and its hearing
unimpaired. To make this possible, fine fringes at the
leading and trailing edges of their flight feathers break
up air currents and allow air to move more smoothly around the wing. A downy upper surface on flight
feathers is remarkably sound absorbing. Body feathers
are soft and flexible. Collectively these features reduce
turbulence, friction and therefore noise. Just awesome!
Between February and November barn owls
nest in tree and rock cavities, in buildings, between
stacked hay bales, and increasingly in palms (Figure
3). One clue to nesting or roosting locations are pellets on the ground. These are regurgitated remains
of their prey (Figure 4 ). Creamy colored excrement
at the entrance to large cavities, on bark, and on the
ground are other signs. You may also see flies or
scuff marks around cavity openings. Why flies? Imagine the larder inside….
For your safety and theirs, it’s best to postpone
tree care until young have left, not just their nest but
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Figure 2. A divided facial disc directs sound to concealed ears on either side of the head. Photo courtesy of Virginia State
Park, Wikimedia Commons.

Figure 3. Two to twelve young are possible depending on prey Figure 4. Regurgitated remains of prey on the ground sugavailability. Photo courtesy of Joe Galkowski.
gest an owl may be present. Photo courtesy of Gillian Martin.
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Figure 5. Active immature owls easily topple from trees. Photo courtesy of Peggy Honda.

their nest tree. This may take several weeks because
nearby branches are trampolines for owlets to ‘get
their legs’ and strengthen their flight muscles. Under
the best of circumstances their balance is precarious,
so they may tumble when startled (Figure 5). Protective parents usually give fair warning by assuming
an intimidating forward-threat posture. You might
be told off with some hissing and tongue-clicking.
You don’t want to test them. Their powerful legs and
talons will aim for your face!
Except for declining populations in the Midwest,
the species is widely distributed across North America
and in all states in the Western Chapter region of ISA.
including the Hawaiian Islands, where they were introduced. We can support them by retaining trees with
large cavities when possible and providing suitably designed and located nest boxes. Cornell lab of Ornithology’s NestWatch - Right Bird/Right House (https://
nestwatch.org/learn/all-about-birdhouses/right-birdright-house/) is a good source. Most importantly,
avoid the use of anticoagulant rodenticides, which have
sub-lethal impacts on their health but successively tragic outcomes. Learn more at RaptorsAreTheSolution.org.
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